Specimens of carbon or glass fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP, GFRP) can be imaged using both conventional laboratory X-ray micro-computed tomography (µXCT) equipment and synchrotron light sources (µSCT). The image quality when using intense (partially) coherent synchrotron light is still superior, especially when applying phase-retrieval algorithms. In the resulting volume images, the fiber direction distribution and other mechanically relevant parameters can be determined. In this contribution, we will demonstrate how these fiber direction results can be used to detect regions with locally different fiber orientations in GFRP or CFRP which arise in the molding process of such samples. To this end, we evaluate the three-dimensional fiber orientation tensor locally across the thickness of different specimens. For each resulting individual layer, we can automatically detect the layer thickness and the preferred fiber direction. These methods have been successfully applied to various commercial specimens. We will demonstrate results on volume images of samples from both synchrotron and laboratory µCT and discuss the specific advantages and disadvantages in this application.
Introduction
Due to their high weight-specific stiffness and strength, composite materials play an increasingly important role in lightweight construction. Especially glass and carbon fiber reinforced polymers are now used in a wide variety of applications. In general, parts from such fiber reinforced materials should be produced such that the fibers are aligned with the main loading direction in the final application to ensure high strength and stiffness. Yet, it is known that depending on various parameters of the used fibers and of the injection or molding procedures used to form a fiberreinforced part, complex and inhomogeneous fiber direction distributions can result [16] [17] [18] . These effects seem to be insufficiently understood and simulation software is currently not yet capable to fully describe them. Three dimensional imaging using micro-computed tomography (µCT) and image analysis may be used to describe the phenomenology and to give insight into the relations between production processes and fiber distribution in the final component.
The goals of the present paper are: First, to provide 3D-image analysis tools capable of extracting mechanically relevant parameters from µCT-reconstructions of fiber-reinforced polymers; second, to compare laboratory (µXCT) and synchrotron X-ray micro-tomography (µSCT) regarding their usability for characterizing carbon fiber-reinforced polymers.
A quantitative correlation of microscopically determined structural parameters (orientation tensor, layer thickness, volume fraction) with mechanical properties needs exhaustive modelling and simulation studies, for which a qualitative starting point will be given with the mechanical analysis presented in this manuscript. The high complexity of such a simulation study follows from the fact that injection-molded GFRP and CFRP with fiber lengths in the mm-regime have a far more complex geometry than high-performance, unidirectional composites. This renders simple, one-parameter descriptions such as the direct relationship between a scalar angle and E-modulus presented in [23] infeasible for our data.
Similar algorithms to ours exist in the literature, e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , and structural studies of fiber reinforced polymers based on µCT data have also appeared elsewhere, e.g. [23] . Yet, this paper presents to the [Type text] best of our knowledge the first detailed quantitative comparison of the influence of injection rate on the resulting 3D-microstructure, and the first paper which is able to demonstrate reproducibility of image analysis results using different µCT technologies for glass fiber-reinforced polymers.
Furthermore, we present a novel method to identify and measure the thickness of regions with differently oriented fibers from local fiber orientation measurements.
Among the previously proposed algorithms for measuring fiber orientation in polymers, there are 2D methods [1] and some which do not allow for a quantification of local effects [4] . In contrast, morphological approaches such as [2, 3] , or filter-based methods [5] would also be applicable in our
case. Yet, algorithms using partial gray value derivatives [6] are more closely related to our method, and we expect these could produce similar results as those presented here. Nevertheless, we will use the local estimation of fiber directions based on the three-dimensional (3D) Hessian matrix in this paper, which we have previously described in [7] . This method does not require segmentation of individual fibers and is therefore applicable also at medium resolutions and high fiber density. In the present context, a medium resolution means that the pixel distances in the reconstructed volume images are just below the fiber diameter (typically 10-15 µm for glass fibers and below 10 µm for carbon fibers).
Applying µCT to study fiber-structures in polymers does not only introduce challenges in terms of spatial resolving power: additionally, sensitive contrast modes are required in order to depict the only weakly varying density changes in the samples [24, 27] . Here, the usage of synchrotron light with its partial spatial coherence as well as intense photon flux is highly beneficial for µCT. It allows one to obtain images with high spatial resolution as well as high signal-to-noise ratio and, even more important, to exploit the full complex-valued refractive index of the specimen in terms of contrast.
Especially the contrast related to the real part of the refractive index, frequently termed X-ray phase contrast, is of high interest as it is orders of magnitude larger for low-Z materials such as polymers then the imaginary part (absorption) [8] . X-ray phase contrast allows one to depict specimens with either negligible absorption contrast or where the absorption contrast between different constituents is [Type text] weak, e.g., as in the case of carbon fibers in polymers [7, 24, 25, 26] or even water-enriched regions in hardening cement [19] .
